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Another World: New Horizons - Patch 1 published:20 Jan 2016 Another World: New Horizons - Patch
1 Another World: New Horizons - Patch 1 published:20 Jan 2016 views:2714723 A reminder from the
folks at Blue's News, the Creation of a New Game. Feel free to add any corrections in the comments!
In which Another World takes the Mystery Spot a bit further. One might think that the mystery spot
is an old fashioned grandfather clock. But in a weird twist, its not. It actually gets up to date. With
some of the music now completed. Patch 1 is now available. It should fix the problems with the
Data3. Build 2 will now be able to find the needed database. You'll note that the game will start with
a complete map. The Next update will be available any time now. It will add a few more puzzles to
the game. Ok a few music clips included. Enjoy! A fan made music remastered patch for the original
New Horizons Edit: Playlist on my channel now - Another World: New Horizons - Patch 1
published:20 Jan 2016 views:2714723 A reminder from the folks at Blue's News, the Creation of a
New Game. Feel free to add any corrections in the comments! In which Another World takes the
Mystery Spot a bit further. One might think that the mystery spot is an old fashioned grandfather
clock. But in a weird twist, its not. It actually gets up to date. With some of the music now
completed. Patch 1 is now available. It should fix the problems with the Data3. Build 2 will now be
able to find the needed database. You'll note that the game will start with a complete map. The Next
update will be available any time now. It will add a few more puzzles to the game. Ok a few music
clips included. Enjoy!
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